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EXTREMAL FUNCTIONS FOR BLOCH CONSTANTS

BY HIROSHI YANAGIHARA

1. Introduction.

Let f(z) be an analytic function in the unit disc Δ—{|>ε|<l} with /'(O)=£θ.
We denote by rf(z) the radius of the largest schlicht disc with center at f(z)
in the Riemann image surface of / : Δ—>C (the complex plane). We also denote
by ff{z) the radius of the largest disc which is contained in /(Δ)cC. Define
rf and ff by

77= sup 77(2),

ff— sup ff(z),
2GΔ

respectively. Let J b e a family of all analytic functions / in Δ with f'(O)Φθ
and ci0 be a family of all analytic functions in Δ with f'(z)Φθ, ^ G Δ . Let S
be a family of all univalent analytic functions in Δ. Then the Bloch, Landau,
locally univalent Bloch and univalent Bloch constants are defined respectively by

B = inf-
f<ΞJ.

X= inf

o - inf
\f'Φ)\ '

?x= inf
\f\ΰ)\ '

For terminologies our basic references are [3] and [4].
The purpose of the present article is to show the following

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be one of the extremal function for the Bloch, Landau,
locally univalent Bloch and univalent Bloch constants. Then
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f'{z)
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-dxdy
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holds.

2. Proof of the Theorem.

Let f{z) be one of the extremal function for the Bloch, Landau, locally
univalent Bloch and univalent Bloch constants. Let t be a sfϊiciently small
complex parameter and define an affine transformation φt(z) by

(2.1) φt(z)=z+btz.

We shall deform the image /(Δ) by φt as follows. Define μteL°°(Δ) by

(2.2) m=*ψkz)/?ψh*.
Then there exists a unique quasi-conformal automorphism gt of Δ with fixed
points 0 and 1 satisfying dgt/dz=μtdgt/dz almost everywhere. Set ft=φt°f°ST1-
An easy calculation shows that the Beltrami coefficient of ft vanishes almost
everywhere. Hence ft is analytic in Δ. It is clear that ft(A)=φt(f(A)) and that
ft(z)-+f(z) locally uniformly in Δ, as ί-»0.

LEMMA 1. The asymptotic expansion of the /ί(O)"1 is given by

(2>3) L1 2^ ^ Ll/ί(O)l2

as f->0.

For the proof see [7, Section 3 and 6]. Define rt by

(fft, if / is extremal for the Landau constant,

[rft, otherwise.

Since the maximum modulus of the eigen values of φt is

= l + | 6 ί | ,
dz dz

it is clear that

(2.4) rt

By the extremality of /, the inequality

2 <f r ' V

l i m (
π e-oJε<ι2ι<i z2f'(z)
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holds for sufficiently small | ί | . Thus we have

(2.6) m\\bt\~— limί f'{*\ dxdyl

as ί—>0. Since we can choose a complex constant fr arbitrarily, we have the

desired result.
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